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A Note for the adults:

What is the UAMS Institute for Digital

Health & Innovation Stroke Program?

The University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences 
(UAMS) Institute for Digital Health & Innovation 
(IDHI) Stroke Program uses live, two-way video calls 
to connect emergency room doctors to specially 
trained stroke doctors all day, every day. This makes 
sure that people having a stroke get the life-saving 
treatment they need fast! This program is available in 
most hospitals around Arkansas!

Ischemic strokes, the most common type of stroke, 
are caused by blood clots blocking blood flow in the 
brain. These can be treated using a clot-busting 
medication that dissolves the blood clot. Anyone 
who has any of the stroke symptoms from BE FAST 
needs to call 911 and get to a hospital quickly. 
Treatment must happen quickly to help save the 
brain! To learn more and see a list of participating 
hospitals in the Telestroke Program, visit 
https://idhi.uams.edu



Is it a STROKE?

Stroke is an Emergency
Every Minute Counts!

CALL 911!
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CALL 911!Is it a Stroke?



Mr. B fell down and can't get up. 

                Super BALANCE to the rescue!



Mr. E suddenly couldn't See. 

Dr. Eyes is there to save the day!



Dr. Facey LOOKED AT Mrs. DroopS 

FACE and she has a crooked SMILE!



Professor Weak suddenly couldn't do his

jumping-jacks. Super Arms to the rescue!



Chatty Steve got his words all 

mixed up. Super Speech to the rescue!



Timely T needs help! Time to Call 911.

Timely T is having a STROKE!



Brain Functions

THINKING

HEARING AND

MEMORIES
BREATHING 

AND HEART BEAT

MOVING AND 

BALANCING

TOUCH, TASTE, 

AND TEMPERATURE

SEEING



TIME IS BRAIN, how FAST can you color

the brain and stopwatch?



Find The 

Answers


